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About This Game

Fight and opposition to the evil are intimate, put in our soul. Fight for survival and win against all enemies on the difficult way.
Put on a FBI cap and take with yourself the whole arsenal of weapon, all this that is necessary for you fight. It is a lot of
weapon, it is a lot of enemies, it is a lot of bosses and many levels. Raise money, collect bonuses and become the hero!
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Title: Mad Dagger
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
YarGri
Publisher:
YarGri
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 mb

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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Lazy \/bad level design. You have to hunt down enemies in large maze-like levels with no map and these large
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing vegetables are in the way all the time. Boring and repetitive gameplay. Just garbage.. The
gameplay is awful. You cut through life sized vegetables and jumping is buggy.

Achievements buggy too.. looks like \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing isis. Mad Dagger is a platformer with simple graphics and
gameplay. The main task is to kill all enemies on the level. You also can shred vegetables to path thru and collect coins. After a
number of levels, we will encounter the first boss.
In general the game is cheap and you should not expect from it advanced technologies and gameplay innovations.
. If you were a vegetable cutter, what would be your life? The game gives a subtle answer to this question.
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4 Words: DON'T BUY THIS GAME.
Only if you're a Achievement-Hunter or a rich man...
For the first one: Press TAB after the game started and after that
press 1 to kill all enemys in the area. Press 2 to kill the boss instant.

This game is horrible, second worst game I've ever played. The controls
are bad and inaccurate. The graphics are bad, a little bit like a cheap
cartoon. Why the hell do we have to slice vegetables like onions,
cucumbers or tomatoes?! But the worst thing are the terrible sounds.... another great platformer game with an already known
funny character of an eastern man - while in previous game we were gathering moccassins, this time we are fighting some evil
police force being an FBI agent - there are lots of levels, bosses, enemies, weapons - easy to make a perfect game as there are
only 6 achievements.. Worst game I played so far on steam.

At least the agony was quick:
Start the game.
Press Tab
Spam 1,2
Finish the game with 100% acievements in 20 seconds.
Uninstall.
Cry in the bed feeling violated.

(I had this... erm... gamelike thing... minialized in the tray for 4,30min just to write this review.. This should not be on Steam..
Nice indie game with good graphic and low price, what else do you need?. + the boss fights are cool
- way too large maps where you often end up searching the last enemies, blocked with flying fruits
- no tutorial or reference at all, even had to figure out controls on my own
- no controls config, on German key layout it plays horribly
- soundtrack got annoying fast

Overall, it is not worth its price.. Unpretentious, cheerful game. To find all and to win. Different levels and bosses. Attack to a
key Z. There is nothing supernatural :). Mad Dagger - cool platform game about a crazy man with a katana who has to destroy
enemies and pick fruit.Good graphics,cool sounds.Interesting gameplay.Recommend
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